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THE CLASSICAL REVIEW
On the whole, the second edition is a
distinct advance on the first.
W. H. D. R.
Flosculi Graeci. By A. B. POYNTON.
Pp. 162. Clarendon Press. 7s. 6d. net.
THIS little volume is the best imagin-
able defence of the claim of Greek to
form an essential part of all education.
Recently both friends and foes of Greek
have indulged in much aSo\ea-^ia as to
whether it should be ' compulsory' or
not; quietly and unassumingly Mr.
Poynton publishes this little prose
chrestomathy, which should be enough
to silence all argument, for it is a most
striking reminder of the wealth of Greek
literature. No other language could
show within so few pages such a selec-
tion of deservedly immortal pieces as
are here gathered together. The selec-
tions cover a wide period—from Thucy-
dides to St. Paul—and are beautifully
printed, but the paper covers are regret-
able, for the scholar would have liked
the book in cloth for the pocket. Apart
from its charm, which is great, the book
has a distinctly useful aim as an aid to
the teaching of Greek prose style. For
this it is admirably adapted, for in it
the pupil can study the different styles
of, say, Demosthenes and Isocrates in
treating the same subject. And the re-
commendation, in the preface, of the
third speech of Andocides is a word of
wisdom for all classical schoolmasters.
They will be doubly grateful to Mr.
Poynton for the success with which
miscuit utile dulci. R. B. A.
The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the
Romans: A Paraphrase. By ALEX.
PALLIS. g"x6". Pp. 22. The
Liverpool Booksellers' Co., 1917.
MR. PALLIS is known to students of
the New Testament by his little com-
mentary on the first two Gospels, in
which he approaches certain problems
of exegesis from the standpoint of-
modern Greek. It is clear that N.T.
Greek is a stage in the progress from
the classical to the modern language,
and some help in doubtful cases may
well be derived from the latter. Mr.
Pallis claims far more than this, but
his claim cannot be taken seriously
without far more argument than he has
yet given.
If the former book is suggestive, so
much cannot be said of the present
pamphlet, which is a paraphrase in not
very happy English of such parts of
Romans as appear to the writer likely
to be genuine. In accordance with
this purely subjective criterion he
decides against vi. 14—viii. 39.
'The epistle was probably addressed
to the Alexandrians,' he states quite
groundlessly. The main purpose of
the pamphlet is apparently to intro-
duce some fifty conjectural emenda-
tions of the text. However, the textual
criticism of the N.T. is a branch of
historical science with rules of its own,
which Mr. Pallis has not attempted to
master.
W. K. LOWTHER CLARKE.
COLOGNE ABBREVIATION
SYMBOLS.
Die Abkurzungen in den Kolner Hand-
schriften der Karolingerzeit (Inaugural
Dissertation, Bonn). Von HANS
FOERSTER. Tubingen: H. Laupp,
jr., 1916. Pp. 119. M. 5.
T H E reviewer finds this collection of
Cologne abbreviations especially in-
teresting, since he has a suspicion that
the Plautus minuscule archetype may
have come from the Cologne scriptorium,
and that the strange inability of the
scribes of B, C, D, to decipher correctly
the the last pages (with the Truculentus)
of their exemplar may be explained by
a feature of some of the older MSS. in
the Cologne Cathedral Library. In
.these the last part has been assigned
to an old-fashioned scribe who used
cursive letters and ligatures and obso-
lete abbreviation.
But we have all learned from Professor
Clark and others the importance of the
Cologne scriptorium. Dr. Foerster has
made a very careful and systematic
study of about a score of dateable MSS.
(from Hildebald's Archbishopric to
Hermann's), and his monograph may
be commended as a model to those
